Turing Test (1950)
‣ Imita:on game: A and B are locked in rooms and answer C’s ques:ons
via typewriter. Both are trying to act like B
Original Interpreta:on:

Chatbot History

B
A

Standard Interpreta:on:

B
B
C trained judge

C trained judge
‣ The test is not “does this computer seem human-like to random people
with a web browser?”

ELIZA

ELIZA

‣ Created 1964-1966 at
MIT, heavily scripted

‣ Iden:fy keyword, iden:fy context, apply transforma:on rule
(.*) you (.*) me

‣ DOCTOR script was
most successful:
repeats user’s input,
asks inane ques:ons

Why do you think I $2 you?

My (.) (.*)
What else comes to mind when you
think of your $1?

‣ Very li`le need to generate new content, but can only have one type of
conversa:on
Weizenbaum (1966)

Cleverbot

Data-Driven Approaches

‣ Carpenter (1986), online system built in 2006
‣ “Nearest neighbors”: human says statement A, ﬁnd a human response
in human-human or human-computer chats to statement A, repeat that
‣ Can ofen give sensible
answers, but the bot doesn’t
really impose high-level
discourse structure

User: Hi there cleverbot.
Cleverbot: How are you?
User: Doing okay. what plans do you have today?
Cleverbot: I do revision.
User: What are you revising for?
Cleverbot: Maths history.
User: How old are you?
Cleverbot: That's none of your business.
User: What is maths history?
Cleverbot: I don’t know, farming maybe

‣ Can treat as a machine transla:on problem: “translate” from current
u`erance to next one

‣ Filter the data, use sta:s:cal measures to prune extracted phrases to get
be`er performance
Ri`er et al. (2011)

Data-Driven Approaches

Neural Chatbots

Ri`er et al. (2011)

Seq2seq models
I

What are

you doing

Sub:tles Data

am going home [STOP]

do you want to meet your sponsor for the last 10 years ?
of course ! but he doesn’t want to see me !
and where had you been just before ?
i' d been to the palace of the legion of honor , the art gallery .

<s>

‣ Just like conven:onal MT, can train seq2seq models for this task
‣ Why might this model perform poorly? What might it be bad at?
‣ Hard to evaluate:

yeah , we were just going to hit up taco bell .
well , it' s my pleasure .
‣ How can a`en:on be useful?

Lack of Diversity

Lack of Diversity

‣ Training to maximize likelihood gives a system that prefers common
responses:

‣ Solu:on: mutual informa:on criterion; response R should be
predic:ve of user u`erance U as well
‣ Standard condi:onal likelihood: log P (R|U )
‣ Mutual informa:on:

log

P (R, U )
= log P (R|U )
P (R)P (U )

log P (R)

‣ log P(R) reﬂects probabili:es under a language model
Li et al. (2016)

Li et al. (2016)

Lack of Diversity

Speciﬁcity
‣ Train a speciﬁcity classiﬁer on labeled data
I don’t know => spec level 1

Going to the store => spec level 3

‣ When training the decoder, condi:on on the speciﬁcity of the response
I

What are
Li et al. (2016)

Speciﬁcity
‣ At test :me, set
the speciﬁcity
level higher to
get less generic
responses

<s>
you doing
spec level=1 (nonspeciﬁc)

you doing

Ko, Durre`, Li (2019)

don’t know [STOP]

Going to

What are

<s>
you doing
spec level=1 (nonspeciﬁc)

Speciﬁcity
I

What are

don’t know [STOP]

the store [STOP]

‣ Can use other models to try to ﬁx these issues. But the facts are s:ll
all made up, even if they make sense

<s>

spec level=4 (speciﬁc)

Ko, Durre`, Li (2019)

Ko, Durre`, Li (2019)

Agent Personas

PersonaChat

‣ How deep can a conversa:on
be without more seman:c
grounding? Basic facts aren’t
even consistent…
‣ Give the bot a persona: set of
facts that it can at least
consistently report on

Li et al. (2016) Persona…

Zhang et al. (2018)

PersonaChat

Alexa Prize
‣ Ranking: retrieve u`erance from training set to use at test :me
Zhang et al. (2018)

Amazon Alexa Prize

Gunrock System

‣ Challenge: create a bot that users interact with on average for 20
minutes (via Alexa, so turns are kind of slow)
‣ $1M prize if you get to 20 minutes. Only $500k won in 2017 and
2018 since teams got to ~10 minutes
‣ “Alexa, let’s chat” will get you talking to one of these

Chen … Zhou Yu (2018)

Gunrock System

Takeaways

‣ NLU: sentence segmenta:on, parsing, NER, coref, dialogue act
predic:on
‣ Detect: topic intents, lexical intents, other intents (tell user to exit)
‣ Topic modules (x11):

‣ State-of-the-art chatbots are heavily hand-engineered
‣ Neural methods are much less robust and require lots of coercion
right now, hard to get data for the desired UX

‣ Animals: retrieve animal trivia with the reddit API

‣ XiaoIce: Microsof chatbot in Chinese, 100M+ users, 30 billion turns
total, average user interacts 60 :mes/month

‣ Holiday: what holidays is it today, etc.

‣ People do seem to like talking to them…?

‣ Custom dialogue ﬂow for each

‣ Next :me: task-oriented systems (Siri, etc.)

‣ Genera:on: templated
Chen … Zhou Yu (2018)

